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Sunlite 07003-SU Vintage Cage Pendant
Light, Metal Industrial Style Fixture,
Medium Base Socket (E26), 71-Inch
Woven Cord, Oiled Rubbed Bronze
Finish

DESCRIPTION:
This vintage-style metal cage pendant fixture will bring a
nostalgic feel to any space. Evoke the early 20th century when
you pair it with a medium base incandescent or LED Edison
Style bulb (not included). Classic details like vintage shape
and 71-inch braided cord lend an authenticity. Adjustable cord
length allows you to set desired height. Connect to a dimmer
and adjust to suit your mood. Use for decorating your living,
dining, or bedroom areas at home or in businesses like bars,
restaurants, or hotels. This fixture is designed to provide years
of stylish service. Fixture is 8. 27 inches high x 4. 33 inches
diameter.

FEATURES:
§ VINTAGE INSPIRED - This vintage-design cage pendant

fixture will bring a retro vibe to any space. Machined details
lend an authenticity not seen in modern times. Evoke the
early 20th century when you pair it with a Sunlite
incandescent or Sunlite LED Edison Style bulb of any
shape. Medium (E26) base. 60 Watt maximum. (Bulb not
included)

§ INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING DÉCOR- This decorating style is
reminiscent of old factories or workshops. Modern
Industrial interior design is often associated with lofts,
apartments, and city dwellings. However, you can take
elements of this interior style and make it work in just about
any type of home.

§ FOR SPACES SMALL & LARGE – With its adjustable
height (71”), the single socket can work well alone or in
pairs. Install multiple fixtures to bring an inviting vintage
style across a larger space. Great for styling your living
room, dining room, hallway, entryway, bedrooms.
Exceptional for decorating establishments like bars,
restaurants, or hotels. This fixture was designed to provide
years of stylish service.

§ DIMMABLE - Connect to a dimmer switch and adjust the
amount of light to suit your mood. Get creative and pair it
with a medium base incandescent or LED Edison style bulb
(not included).

§ UL LISTED - UL Listed for safety and quality. Includes all
mounting hardware for simple installation. Comes with a
71-inch cord that can be adjusted to desired length.
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SPECIFICATIONS:

General Characteristics
Finish Vintage Oil Bronze
Base Medium Screw (E26)
Material Metal
Bulb Type T8
Application Residential

Electrical Characteristics
Volts 120

Fixture Characteristics
Style Antique
Shape Round
Number of Lights 1
Max Wattage 40
Mounting Pendant
Fixture Technology Incandescent
Use Location Indoor

Product Dimensions
MOL (in) 8.27
Diameter (in) 4.33
Item Dimension (in) (W) 4.33 (H) 8.27 (D) 4.34
Package Dimension (in) (W) 5.4 (H) 10.7 (D) 5.5
Package Weight (lb) 1.7
Canopy Width (in) 4.8
Canopy Height (in) 1.0
Cord Length 71" Inch Cord

Product Data
Case Unit Rate 6
Item UPC 653703070032
Warranty Years 2
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